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. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
|

'"

r Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
' Post Office Box 2000

Decatur, Alabama 35609-2000

"
JUN 30 889

,

U.S.= Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk- '

Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UffIT 1 - DOCKET NO. 50-259 - FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSE DPP-33 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFRO-50-259/89014,

'

The enclosed report provides details concerning unplanned diesel generator
starts, an engineered safety feature actuation, caused by. personnel error and
procedural inadequacy. . This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73

(a)(2)(iv).
Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

0 4 A J"6
IJ. R. Bynum

.

Vice President
Nuclear-Power Production
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! Region II Atlanta, Georgia 30339
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta,. Georgia 30303
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UNPLANNED DIESEL GENERATOR STARTS, AN ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION, CAUSED BY
PERSONNEL ERROR AND PROCEDURAL INADEQUACY
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On June 6, 1989, at 0403 hours, Diesel Generators (DGs) 1B and 1D auto-started
during the performance of 0-SI-4.9.A.3.a. The DGs started because a utility
electrician inadvertently allowed a wire he was attempting to reland on terminal
13 of the Common Acc: dent Signal A-2 (CASA-2) relay to contact terminal 11 which
was energized. Thir energized relay CASA-1 which in turn energized CASA-5 and
CASA-6 resulting in the auto-start of the DGs. The DGs were immediately shutdown

I and placed in standby readiness. f

This event was caused by personnel error. Contributing factors to the event were
a congested work area, poor lighting, and an inadequate procedure.

The procedure was immediately revised to include a precautionary note to insulate
adjacent terminals prior to lifting wires. During the investigation of the event
it was determined that the wire lift which resulted in the auto-start of the DGs
was not necessary to meet surveillance requirements. As a result of this
finding, other high risk surveillance requirements will be reviewed to remove

unnecessary wire lifts. When wire lifts are unavoidable, insulation of adjacent
terminals and a precautionary statement will be required. The electricians
involved were counseled to further emphasize the need to exercise caution.

Prior to this event, unit 2 was in the cold shutdown condition with fuel loaded
and the vessel cavity flooded. All control rods were fully inserted. Units 1
and 3 defueled.
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Dracriution_qf_ Event

1

On June 6, 1989, at 0403 hours, Diesel Generators (EIIS code EK) IB and ID l
auto-started during performance of 0-SI-4.9.A.3.a, common accident signal logic. |
While attempting to reland a wire to terminal 13 of the Common Accident Signal
A-2 (CASA-2) relay, an electrician (utility, non-licensed) inadvertently allowed

| the wire to come in contact with terminal 11 of relay CASA-2 which was
! energized. This created a current path to the coil of relay CASA-1. Relay

CASA-1 was energized resulting in the closure of contacts 3-4 of relay CASA-1.
This closure resulted in the energization of relays CASA-5 and CASA-6 which in
turn started the DGs. The DGs were immediately shutdown and returned to standby

I readiness. Operations personnel stopped the performance of the SI while
]investigating the cause of the auto-start of the DGs. The Emergency Equipment ;

-Cooling Water (EECW)(EIIS code BI) pumps associated with these DGs were J
previously running.

Prior to this. event, unit 2 was in cold shutdown condition with fuel loaded and
the vessel cavity flooded. All control rods were fully inserted. Units 1 and 3
were defueled.

ggyge of Event

The cause of this event is personnel error. However, contributing factors to the
event were a congested work area, poor lighting, and failure of the procedure to
provide adequate precautions to insulate surrounding terminals. Terminal 13 of
relay CASA-2 is located behind terminal 11 of relay CASA-2. The procedure
required relanding a lead to terminal 13 of the CASA-2 relay. The placement of
the terminals do not facilitate the routine lifting and relanding of the leads. l

Only a slight misplacement was necessary to make contact with terminal 11 of I

CASA-2. Additionally, for this surveillance instruction (SI) it was determined
that the lifting of the wire was unnecessary to meet acceptance criteria.

Corrective Action

) The DCs were shutdown and returned to standby readiness. Terminals near terminal |

13 of the CASA relayo vere insulated prior to resuming the test at 0930 on June I
6, 1989. 0-SI-4.9.A.3.a was revised to include a precaution to insulate adjacent I

terminals with electrical tape when lifting wires. The portion of 0-SI-4.9.A.3.a
that resulted in the auto-start of the DGs is not necessary to meet the test
objectives and will be eliminated from the procedure. Cognizant engineers will
review sis involving work in cabinets where Reactor Protection System (RPS), {
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF), or Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) could I

be inadvertently initiated to identify wire lifts that may be eliminated or j
accomplished by using jumpers. Procedures will be revised to insulate wires and 1

adjacent terminals to prevent inadvertent shorting if wirelifts are necessary. j
The writer's guide for surveillance and other tests will be revised to use l
alternative methods to wirelifts where appropriate. The electricians involved
were counseled to further emphasize the need to exercise caution.

|
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I
Analysis of Event

The DGs are part of the standby AC power system. The standby AC power system is
designed to provide a self-contained highly reliable source of power as required
for the engineered safeguard feature systems so that no single credible event can
disable the core standby cooling functions or their supporting auxiliaries. The
DGs are designed to auto-start when an accident signal is received. The

fenergization of CASA-5 and CASA--6 relays.(General Electric, Model 12HFA51A41H, jtype HFA) resulted in the auto-starting of DGs IB and 1D. The auto-start of the j
DGs was a successful completion of the designed function. Plant safety was not j
degraded. The auto-start of the DGs was an unplanned engineered safety feature

4
actuation and, therefore, is reportable per 10CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv). )
Previous Similar Events

IBFRO-50-259/87022 BFRO-50-260/85005 BFRO-50-296/86003 iBFRO-50-259/88002 BFRO-50-260/86004 BFRO-50-296/87006 '

BFRO-50-259/88006 BFR0-50-260/86005
BFRO-50-260/87008
BFRO-50-260/87009
BFRO-50-260/88011
BFRO-50-260/88018
BFRO-50-260/89005

These events were caused by the shorting of wires, jumpers, or other components
during testing. The design of Browns Ferry does not lend itself to routine wire
lifts and relanding of these wires which are required by many procedures during
testing. Work spaces tend to be very confined and the slightest mistake can lead
to an event such as this. Authorization has been given to replace the relay
terminal screw with a permanently installed test connection such as Banana Jack
Test Terminal where temporary configurations (test or jumper connections) are
needed for frequent testing and calibration of instruments and electrical
equipment. )

'

Commitment

Revise 0-SI-4.9.A.3.a by 08/28/89 to delete unnecessary portion that resulted in
!the auto-start of the DGs. i

Operations will identify sis involving vork in cabinets where RPS, ESP, or ECCS
could be inadvertently initiated by 8/07/89.

Procedures will be modified to insulate lifted wires and adjacent wires / terminals
to prevent shorting if wirelifts are necessary. Technical Support and
Maintenance to complete by 10/01/89. .

'

Site Procedures to change writer's guides for eurveillances and other tests to
discourage wirelifts by 9/01/89.
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